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Abstract—The uncertainty representation and reasoning evaluation framework (URREF) ontology discusses an organization, categorization, taxonomy and definitions of uncertainty. Uncertainty can be either subjective or objective pending its source. For example, the information’s origin can affect the evaluation, processing, and results from information fusion systems. In this paper we explore the coordination of a user and machine, and its effects on the ontology; our focus is on query-based systems. A user requesting information provides refinement of the analysis via queries which are typically semantic in nature. A query that is continuously refined reduces uncertainty and the information can be used in the ontology as part of the source, evaluation, and information quality. For example, a user receiving a response to a query can determine if the response meets the quality, evaluation, and source criteria. The user response (i.e. relevance feedback) to “did this answer your question,” can subsequently alter the uncertainty values. Together with the URREF ontology, query-based information fusion systems can work synergistically to reduce decision uncertainty.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current developments in cognitive computing, cloud architectures, and distributed access afford people access to a large amount of multimedia information [1]. Multimedia constructs include content (data), entities (features), and scenes (context). Context enhanced information fusion examples include imagery [2], content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [3], tacking [4,5,6] text and tracking [7,8] user queries [9]. The multiple applications of fusion require resource management [10] to facilitate the ability of the user-defined queries to be determined from the information management system. To enhance multimedia developments, we focused on database designs to increase responsiveness to queries, increased accuracies, and greater situation awareness as context assessment and context management [11].

Early database systems were designed to efficiently manage the storage, retrieval and querying of alphanumeric data [12]. A typical database management system (DBMS) implementation supports business applications by persisting application state, resolving queries, and facilitating transactions to mitigate concurrency errors. A Multi-Media DataBase (MMDBS) utilizes a traditional DBMS to manage metadata and indices, but also encompasses additional technologies and services to include: video on demand, document management and imaging, spatial data, specialized query languages, relevance feedback. Because multimedia content, and video in particular, can be quite large and its communication bandwidth intensive, MMDBS are often paired with specialized communication frameworks [13].

To enhance multimedia content, we use URREF [14] in the live video database system [15]. URREF has been developed by the International Society of Information Fusion (ISIF) Evaluation of Technologies for Uncertainty Representation Working Group (ETURWG) from which multiple discussions have developed over different aspects of uncertainty. The URREF was used for analysis over imagery [16], detection [17], and trust [18]. Inherently, it is the ontology of metrics of uncertainty that can support DBMSs. The key elements we wish to utilize are data quality issues of accuracy, precision, and veracity (as shown in the current categories of the URREF in Fig. 1) within a data handing architecture. While accuracy and prediction have been explored, it is veracity that is yet to be agreed upon.

Veracity is an element of Big Data, which includes Validity, Volatility, Veracity, Velocity, Variety, Volume, and sometimes Vividness [19]. Typically, velocity, variety, and volume are associated with streaming multimedia along with veracity (Fig. 2). Veracity refers to the biases, noise and abnormality in the data. Thus, multimedia indexing, storage, and retrieval should have meaningful (e.g., high veracity) data to answer queries to problems being analyzed [20]. Precise data reduces user workload [21]. We are interested in measuring the data veracity as determine whether the source data is true. Very few papers discuss veracity data analysis, so this is an attempt to implement for the URREF in an example.

The paper continues with Sect. II discussing context indexing, retrieval and uncertainty analysis (e.g., veracity). Sect. III presents the database design and Sect. IV details the Live Video Computing (LVC) DataBase Management System (LVDBMS). Sect. V presents results of software coordinated video measurement, and Sect. VI provides conclusions.
II. Multimedia Data Representation

A. Multimedia Indexing

Multimedia constructs include content (data), entities (features), and scenes (context) that are utilized through indexing and retrieval. Emerging Dynamic Data Driven Application Systems (DDDAS) [22] constructs include multimedia information [23,24,25,26]. Collections of multimedia information can grow to very large sizes, consuming many gigabytes of storage space. In order to utilize multimedia content it must be retrieved; whether the retrieval is to find a movie based upon its title, or one is looking for images, clips of audio or video segments showing a particular subject or class of objects. As an example, consider a table of records in a traditional relational database. Each record in the table can be considered as a point in a multidimensional space [27, 28]. Consider a record for an object-track relation with the following fields: {object_id, track_id, situation_id, start_date, end_date}. In this case, records in this table correspond with points in a 5-dimensional space, where three of the dimensions refer to, say, integers (object_id, track_id and situation_id) and the other two dimensions are of type date-time (i.e. start_date, end_date). The DBMS manages the collection of these records and stores. In order to facilitate efficient retrieval of records in the database, indexes can be created.

To index multimedia content, first data is decomposed and segmented and features which correspond to points in a multidimensional space are extracted. These feature points refer to which attributes should be included in the ordering? How should the ordering of the data be applied; should the data in the primary file be ordered, or only the index files? Which attributes should be included in the ordering? Which data be added or removed? Will additional attributes be added in the future? and, What is the quantity data - will fit into the primary memory of the computer hosting the database, or will disk-resident data access algorithms need to be utilized?

When considering multimedia for browsing and searching, an index is required to make the responsiveness, timeliness and corresponding computation requirements associated with browsing achievable. Some fundamental questions pertaining to multimedia data are what, which and how. At what granularity should the item be represented in the index; as a whole or by frame or a clip of frames? Which refers to which items should be indexed; such as - should all pixels shown in each frame of video be represented in the index, or only changing pixels? Should the time index of when an object enters be recorded? How to index an item pertains to feature selection and storage. Multimedia data indexing is a multifaceted problem, and as such, there is a significant quantity of research [30,31,32, 33].

To illustrate multimedia indexing, consider information that can be extracted from video: visual information (pixels), auditory information, text (text that can be extracted); and metadata (e.g., date, genre, actors). A multitude of semantic properties of the video can be extracted from the metadata pertaining to its content: the type of video, the time period the video covers; major actors who appear, etc. [34, 35]. To index content that is depicted, pattern recognition can be employed; for example, template matching (e.g., Bayes classifier, Hidden Markov Models, face and people detection) [36]. The reader is referred to A. Jain [37] for a comprehensive review of pattern recognition techniques. To index videos, they can be decomposed into a series of semantic shots, and each shot can be individually indexed [38, 39]. To index audio data, a number of different techniques can be employed, for example sounds can be analyzed to detect musical instruments or talking [40,41].

B. Multimedia Retrieval

To index multimedia content, first data is decomposed and segmented and features which correspond to points in a multidimensional space are extracted. These feature points represent the associated multimedia content.

Storage of data requires an organization; logically data is organized into buckets and physically the buckets are oriented in pages. Pages (and correspondingly, the buckets containing data points) are stored in files such as a Grid File [42].

Another straightforward technique to organize data in a file is to utilize a hash function. A hash function is a mathematical function to distribute key-value pairs into storage buckets. Given a key, the hash function can suggest which bucket to store the content. In the case that the bucket is at capacity, there are various algorithms that determine how to manage the overflow [43,44, 45].
A **tree structures** index supports different data type storage; and the types of queries that will be performed, including point queries, range queries, and window queries. For point data, one can utilize index structures like the Binary Search Trees [46], B-Tree or B+-Tree [47]. The Space-Partitioning Generalized Search Tree (SP-GiST) index supports input-output messaging when the tree structure is unbalanced [48].

When working with high-dimensional data, one method of data management is to reduce the dimensionality and utilize one of the hierarchical data structures, such as an R-Tree [49]. Alternatively, indices that are not based upon the dimensions of the objects are the distances between them, e.g., SparseMap [50], FastMap, and MetricMap [51].

### C. Multimedia Uncertainty Analysis

With multimedia indexing and retrieval, there exists an unknown modeled effect of uncertainty as the data is stored with adherence to the data uncertainty. Using the current definitions from the URRE (Table 1), precision, accuracy, and veracity are elements of the ontology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Closeness of agreement between an evaluation subject value and the true value of the quantity or quality being evaluated (adapted from JCGM 200:2008)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Closeness of agreement between indications or measured quantity values obtained by replicate measurements on the same or similar evaluation subjects under specified conditions (adapted from JCGM 200:2008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veracity</td>
<td>Measure of the extent to which a source reports what it assesses to be the case.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Veracity, as described by Lukoianova and Rubin [52], has three main dimensions: 1) objectivity/subjectivity, 2) truthfulness/deception, and 3) credibility/implausibility. Information quality requires uncertainty management. Content management includes quantifying the levels of **content objectivity**, **truthfulness**, and **credibility** (OTC) [52]. Lukoianova and Rubin suggest the use of mutual information over normalization of the OTC for a veracity index although no results are presented. In what follows, we describe the LVDBMS system and veracity within the URRE.

### III. DATABASE SYSTEMS FOR CONTEXT ANALYSIS

Traditional DBMSs orient data in **tables** containing records. Each record in a table has a common attribute structure, illustrated in the right side of Fig. 3. **Live Video Computing** (LVC) is a stream-oriented paradigm that operates over streaming data as input. A comparison of concepts between traditional database computing and LVC is presented in Table 2 and graphically illustrated in Fig. 3. **Live Video Query Language** (LVQL) is the query language of the LVC implementation to specify events in terms of spatio-temporal observations and correlations of objects in video streams.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** – LV stream data model contrasted with relational record model.

LV is the theoretical framework upon which the LVDBMS prototype (e.g., depicted in Fig. 4) system is based. Traditional video stream processing applications are designed specifically to solve a particular problem, termed siloed. If context data developed from one application needs to be combined for auditing, reporting or other purposes, additional software (middleware) must be purchased and interfaced with siloed applications. For siloed systems, middleware must be installed and configured on a case-by-case bases and “adapters” for each application must be configured or developed to provide application-specific interfaces to the middleware.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4** – Logical relationship among components of the LVDBMS prototype and major components of the framework encapsulated in each tier.

The middleware performs an **extract, transform and load** (ETL) process to transform data received from the application-specific adapters into a common data format that is amenable to further processing. The result is additional middleware software that must be purchased and maintained and also staff resources to install, configure, maintain and upgrade, as appropriate. Fig. 5 illustrates the common repository approach with middleware, which centralizes some processing and business logic but does not address redundancy and resource sharing and contention issues with the physical sensors.
Applications built as information silos utilizing middleware and application-specific data adapters.

Libraries such as OpenCV [53] and Integrated Performance Primitives (IPP) [54] are commonly used by programmers when developing repository applications, to provide basic data-handling functionality. OpenCV provides a comprehensive assortment of image processing and data management routines and data structures. For example, the IPP library provides functions and associated data structures that are specifically tuned to take advantage of features provided by modern multicore processors such as parallel data processing instructions. However, these common libraries provide low-level functionality that programmers use as conveniences; and do not generally provide out-of-the-box high-level application functionality. (For example, OpenCV routines could be used to read in frames from a camera, and other routines would need to be called in the proper order with the proper parameters and settings in order to interpret imagery depicted in the frames.)

The LVC approach leverages (1) a common video processing software infrastructure to provide a common programmable interface to clients, (2) a shareable pool of camera resources to share context data with the goal of creating an ecosystem for collaboration and information sharing, and (3) searchable database to allow users to draw new insights that are not possible with siloed information frameworks (Fig. 4). The LVC approach facilitates rapid application development by allowing application architects and software developers to focus their time and resources on the business problem at hand, rather than implementation issues pertaining to computer vision and stream processing implementations.

IV. LVDBMS FOR CONTEXT ANALYSIS

The components of the LVDBMS are logically grouped into four tiers, illustrated in Fig. 6. Each tier defines one or more web service interfaces to facilitate communication between the layers. The four layers include:

- The **camera layer** encompasses cameras and their corresponding adapters. Camera adapters are conceptually similar to device drivers in computer systems, allowing for disparate camera device hardware to connect with a standard LVDBMS interface.
- The **spatial processing layer** processes the metadata and video streams from the camera adapters and passes results to the stream processing layer. A host in this layer communicates with multiple camera adapters, but a camera adapter communicates with only a single spatial processing layer host.
- The **stream processing layer** receives subquery evaluation streams from spatial processing layer hosts and computes final query results for delivery to clients. As this interfaces with end users and applications (i.e. the client layer), it contains logic for managing authentication, connections and session state with LVDBMS clients.
- The **client layer** encompasses LVDBMS end users and client applications. Clients authenticate and interact with the LVDBMS by browsing the catalog of cameras, submitting queries and receiving query results.

The LVDBMS illustration is depicted in Fig. 6 and is refined in Fig. 7, which illustrates how a query flows down through the LVDBMS architecture, and then how data and query results flow back up through the layers and back to the client.

A **query** is posed by an end user or client application to the LVDBMS. The initial query is submitted to the stream processing layer host to which the client is connected. The stream processing layer host maintains metadata pertaining to available spatial processing layer hosts (also referred to as camera servers, as they interface with cameras via their adapters and perform processing) and their associated cameras. With metadata information, the stream processing layer host translates a query into one or more subqueries. Each subquery corresponds to a particular camera server host, where it will be sent for evaluation. Camera adapters process imagery from camera sensors and translate it into a stream of
images and corresponding metadata, which is sent to its respective camera server. Metadata associated with each video frame from the camera adapter includes information pertaining to the frame itself (i.e., timestamp, sequence number, etc.) and to objects observed within the frame and segmented out by the camera adapter (i.e. object identifier, a bounding box identifying the location of the object within the frame). Subqueries evaluate LVQL expressions over video streams (specifically, intersecting video streams specified by the query and video streams managed by a particular camera server to which the subquery was sent) and stream subquery evaluation results back to the respective stream processing layer host. The stream processing layer host receives one or more intermediate results for each evaluation time step and computes a final query result (for the particular point in time), which is then delivered back to the end user or client application. The query information is based on the data model.

A. LVC-DMBS Data Model

LVQC, and correspondingly the LVDBMS, is concerned with computation over video streams. As such, the event and data models revolve around objects that are observable by imaging sensors and depicted in temporally oriented frames in the video streams that emanate from these sensors. Therefore, it follows that an event (i.e., a simple event) is defined to be occurrence of an action that may be observed by one (or more) cameras and represented in frame data in corresponding data streams. We note that in this work, the terms video stream and camera stream are used interchangeably, as are enabling hardware device terms such as camera and imaging sensor.

With a LVDBMS client, events may be specified in LVQL by using a combination of spatial and temporal components, or operators. Thus, a user can leverage the Live-Video Query Language (LVQL) to specify a complex event in terms of simple temporally-related events. For example, a simple event could be a person (or object) appearing in a scene. A complex event, or activity, relates simple events with temporal operators [55]. For example, a complex event could be defined as a person first appearing in a scene and then, within some threshold of time, moving in front of a car.

A spatiotemporal query is formulated in LVQL. This query specification defines which video streams will be monitored for the occurrence of an event. That is, if the query specifies that a particular video stream will be monitored for the appearance of an object, if an object subsequently appears in a different video stream, there will be no impact upon the query result. An object is a fundamental component of an event specification. As indicated in Table 3, there are two basic types of objects that are recognized: dynamic objects are detected automatically by the image processing software, and static objects are indicated by users of the system. The third class of objects is cross-camera dynamic objects. These are dynamic objects that were first recognized in one video stream and subsequently recognized in a second stream. The inclusion of the cross-camera object class simplifies the expression of queries that define events correlating objects that appear in multiple video streams. Note that in each respective stream these objects also qualify as dynamic objects, Fig. 8 illustrates the interrelationships among the various objects graphically.

Table 3: Comparison classes of LVC objects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Objects of this class are defined by the user and do not move within the scene. For example, a static object may be defined (drawn) over a window or door for subsequent use in a query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Salient objects that are detected automatically within a video stream. A model of the scene background is maintained and as an object passes through the scene, its appearance is distinguished from the background. If its size is beyond a threshold it is segmented, assigned a unique identifier and tracked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Camera Dynamic</td>
<td>Objects detected in one video stream and subsequently matched to an object in a second video stream are classified as cross-camera dynamic objects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another view of the data flow in the LVDBMS is presented as an example in Fig. 9. Starting from the left, a camera observes a scene of a sidewalk and building. Within the scene objects are observed, including a door and a pedestrian walking, assigned identifiers and tracked within their respective video streams. (Note that the door is manually identified by an operator.)

As an example, Fig. 9, the scene is segmented and objects are tracked and sent to the server in the spatial processing layer. The camera server uses the metadata received from the camera adapter to process the spatial operators and send the stream of results to the stream processing server residing in the stream processing layer. The final query result is streamed to the user from the stream processing layer host.

B. LVC-DMBS Query Language

LVQL is the query language of the LVDBMS that enables contextual acquisition of information. Analysts and programmers leverage the query language in order to develop applications that interact with video streams and (in the future) other modalities of sensors. As such, the programmers and application designers need only know the details of the query language, and do not need to spend time developing stream processing algorithms or low-level details of the LVDBMS. LVQL permits for the specification of an event and a corresponding action to be defined over a video stream (or a set of video streams). LVQL a declarative language, meaning that the user defines a logical event specification and not the particular flow of control or algorithms that will be executed to determine the query result. An LVQL expression specifies a
spatio-temporal event, and an action that is to be triggered when the event is recognized. The basic form of a query (specifically, an ActionEvent) is as follows:

```
ACTION UserSpecifiedAction
ON EVENT EventSpecification
```

which signifies that an action UserSpecifiedAction corresponds with EventSpecification and will be executed the first time a query evaluation result of true is returned. EventSpecification is an event specification that is generated by a context free grammar which consists of a set of rules, or productions, which can be utilized to express (describe) an event. A simplified set of LVQL productions is presented in Fig. 10 items shown in light blue represent tokens recognized by the language.

```
LVQL := ActionEvent | VDL
EventSpecification := NotSpatialTemporalEvent ( BooleanOperator NotSpatialTemporalEvent )
NotSpatialTemporalEvent := [ not ] SpatialTemporalEvent
SpatialTemporalEvent := CompositeSpatialEvent | CompositTemporalEvent
CompositeSpatialEvent := appear | north | northwest | inside | meet | ... CompositTemporalEvent := before | meets
BooleanOperator := and | or | not BooleanOperator
VDL := VCmdType view ViewIdentifier over VStreamIdent [ set VPrivFilter ]
VCmdType := create | update | delete
VTargetStmt := target eq ( querytargets | nonquerytargets | previouslymasked | none )
VTmpScpStmt := temporalscope eq ( querynonactive | querryactive | permanent | none )
VObjScpStmt := objectscope eq ( static | dynamic | crosscameradynamic | none )
VStreamIdent := ( Cameraidentifier | ViewIdentifier )
Cameraidentifier := camIdent
ViewIdentifier := viewIdent
```

Figure 10 – LVQL grammar (omitting parameters such as thresholds).

**Fig. 10** shows the LVQL syntax which consists of either an Action Event or a View Definition Language (VDL) production. In the case of an Action Event, which specifies a query, the event definition must contain a spatial operator (e.g. *Appear*, *North*, *Meet*, etc.) Events in LVQL are expressed in terms of spatial and temporal operators and Boolean logic. The simplest event that can be expressed is the appearance of an object in a video stream by using the *Appear()* operator. The *Appear()* operator accepts two arguments (i.e., operands) where the first operand specifies the video stream, the object class (and possibly filter criteria) that the operator will be applied to, and the second is a threshold. (All spatial operators accept a threshold argument.) The threshold for the *Appear()* operator specifies the minimum size of an object that will satisfy the appearance condition, in terms of the area of the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) that contains the object. For example, *Appear(s1.*, 200) will return true each time it is evaluated if a dynamic object with an MBR of area greater than or equal to 200 is observed in the current video frame. In the case of a spatial operator such as *West()* three arguments are accepted: the first two correspond to objects in the video stream, and the third is again a threshold. *West()* returns true if the object specified by the first operand is to the left of the object specified by the second operand, in a stream. The third argument, the threshold, specifies the amount of separation between these objects. The ability to ascertain properties of the target resolves context such as geometry, orientation, intensity, etc. for context assessment.

V. Results

The LVQL query language provides an interface between operators (real-time), analysts (forensic) and applications (both) for the quantification and analysis of content in video streams. The LVDBMS, along with the LVQL, links between multimedia content, streaming video analysis, and methods to provide contextual awareness. Comparisons between the LVDBMS and DBMS were previously shown in [14]. Here we present another application for DDDAS.

LVQL queries expressed in the LVDBMS are continuously evaluated and results streamed back to the corresponding user. The interval at which they are evaluated is referred to as the period of the query; (e.g., a query period of 1 second). The video dataset leveraged for the work was generated by the DARPA Video and Image Retrieval and Analysis Tool (VIRAT) program, which captured a number of activities using both aerial and ground-based video (e.g., three scenes of activities in Figures 11, 12, 13, numbered videos 1-3).

Complex and simple video clips were used to detect objects and extract activity analysis. Representative frames are shown in Fig. 11 for a simple scene showing an automobile and a group of people. Fig. 14 shows ground truth object counts and entrances/exits. The LVQL extracts metrics of activity and complexity from video as shown in Fig. 15.

![Figure 11 – Video1 - representative videos of people getting in car video.](image)

![Figure 12 – Video2 from the VIRAT collection depicting objects (people and vehicles), people and activities (walking, loading, unloading).](image)

![Figure 13 – Video3 from the VIRAT collection depicting objects, people and activities (walking, shoveling, handing-off).](image)
Fig. 15 provides two metrics defined in terms of LVQL queries which help characterize the activity: labeled as “count” and “activity.” Count is defined by the query action 'appear' on appear(c0.*,400), which identifies when salient objects are observable and greater than or equal a certain size, in this case 250 pixels in area. The Activity metric is defined by the query action 'appear ct' on count(appear(c0.*,400)), which wraps the appear operator in an aggregate function count which cumulatively counts the number of distinct objects based upon its track. The derivative of the count metric provides the number of objects coming into or exiting the scene. Filtering over the activity count derivative indicates when activities are occurring that can be used to alert operators, cue other cameras, or determine scene-rich content. The LVQL query provides a concise summary of object entrance and exit activity in the video clip. Other LVQL spatial and temporal operators can produce extensions or refinements of this information to provide additional context such as activity in certain regions of the scene, and so forth.

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines veracity as truthfulness, or conformity with truth or fact. To compare to “truth,” related metrics presented in Table 4 provide corresponding information in terms of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN). Assuming the video is objective, then the credible results are used. Table 5 gives metric averages computed over the video duration; which is the “quality” information such as precision, accuracy, and veracity (e.g., error) in the URREF ontology.

From the analysis, A is the accuracy and the error (E) could be a measure of veracity in relation to whether the source assessment of what is true. The results correspond to all changes (e.g., entrance and exit). Further analysis of veracity will help to refine the URREF ontology.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The LVDBMS, a stream-oriented database platform architected for real-time stream processing, enables content analysis via user-based queries, establishing Level 5 fusion. The LVDBMS facilitates timely responses to user queries by leveraging various hash and index structures that process and represent objects extracted from multimedia video streams. Queries expressed in LVQL syntax permit users and applications to specify events and thus enable multimedia fusion of query-based text to assist operators and analysts with scene and content understanding. Future efforts include using the information exploitation system for big-data problems including physics-based and human-based video-to-text information fusion [56]. Large scale multimedia applications will require dynamic-driven application systems approaches that bring together the context, privacy, and semantic-aware analysis.
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